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Abstract—Virtual Machine (VM) live storage migration is becoming increasingly important and indispensable in the current cloud data centers, for the purposes of load balance, hardware maintenance and system upgrade. Nevertheless, conventional VM migration approaches induce significant extra storage and network traffic to the source server that is already heavily loaded or scheduled for upgrade or repair. As a result, both the VM performance perceived by the application/user and the migration performance are degraded significantly. In this paper, we aim to address this problem by proposing a novel scheme, called SnapMig, to improve the VM live storage migration efficiency and eliminate its performance impact on user applications at the source server by effectively leveraging the existing VM snapshots in backup servers. By outsourcing the task of transferring VM base image and snapshots to the destination server to backup servers, the source server only needs to migrate the latest state changes to the destination server, leading to simultaneous improvement on VM performance, migration time and multiple-VM migration efficiency. Our lightweight prototype implementation of the SnapMig scheme demonstrates that, compared with the state-of-the-art approaches, SnapMig can significantly reduce the migration time and improve the source-server VM performance at the same time. Moreover, the performance improvement provided by SnapMig becomes much more pronounced with multiple concurrent VM migrations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The cloud computing technology is revolutionizing how businesses are conducted in the Enterprise IT departments [1]. With the cloud, enterprises rent IT resources from the cloud providers on an on-demand and pay-as-you-go basis, which brings in numerous benefits ranging from cost savings, to higher level of reliability, availability and scalability. Netflix, a leading video service company in the world, has shutdown all of its own data centers and run all the video services in the Amazon AWS cloud platform [2]. In the last quarter of 2014 alone, five of the largest cloud computing providers, including Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Google and Salesforce, saw their revenue of the cloud infrastructure service surge by between 37 and 96 percent. Despite of its total market of $16 billion, cloud computing as an industry is still considered in its infancy, since $16 billion is only a tiny fraction of the almost $4 trillion of IT spending for companies globally [1].

As one of the most popular products in the cloud computing market, Virtual Machines (VMs) have been extensively deployed to run different services for customers, such as web service, mail service, database service and printing service [3], [4]. The underlying hypervisors for the virtualized environment are responsible for the management of physical devices and provision of all sorts of virtual devices to VMs. At the same time, hypervisors are supposed to guarantee the isolation and fairness among different VMs on top of a single shared physical server, while improving the overall performance for all the VMs with the accessible physical resources [5], [6].

The VM live storage migration is a built-in module within modern hypervisors, designed to facilitate management tasks such as load balance, hardware maintenance and system upgrade. It can migrate a running live VM from one physical server to another, either within the same cluster or across different data centers globally [7]. At the same time, this process is transparent to the applications running within the migrating VM and other co-scheduled VMs on the same physical server. Most modern hypervisors, including VMware ESX, Windows Hyper-V, Citrix Xen and QEMU-KVM, provide live storage migration as a core functionality. This is primarily because of the increasing need
for dynamic resource allocation, load balancing, server consolidation, system maintenance and upgrade, VM mobility and manageability in cloud data centers. For instance, each running VM has its own resource requirement in the runtime, e.g., the memory footprint, the network bandwidth and the storage throughput. If the physical server cannot provide such resources to the VM, the VM will be live migrated to another server that has required resource available. In addition, it is a known fact that load balancing among hundreds of thousands of servers is a big concern in data centers [8], [9], [10]. With the support of VM live storage migration, the mapping between VMs and the hosting physical servers can be dynamically adjusted, so that a better level of load-balancing and energy efficiency can be achieved in the runtime.

VMs may encounter two types of failures: system crash and data loss. VM snapshots, which preserve the VM state at a previous time, can be employed to roll back the VM to a previous consistent state before the system crash happens. Snapshot backup that transfers previous VM snapshots to backup servers is routinely used to restore VM states when hypervisors encounter data-loss failures [11], [12], [13]. Both of these two schemes are extensively deployed in the cloud computing products [14].

However, VM live storage migration is a nontrivial process. All the state information of the migrating VMs, including the memory footprint, the states of the virtual network, the virtual disk images and snapshot information, must be migrated to the destination servers [15]. The total size of such state information is usually on the order of tens of GBs, of which the largest part is the virtual disk images and snapshots that account for about 80 to 95 percent. Snapshots provide more flexibility and reliability for users, which comes at the expense of more data transmission during the VM live storage migration process. Moreover, as migrating VMs are running applications for customers during the migration period, the VM states keep changing in the migration period and all these updates must be migrated to the destination servers as well. More importantly, when multiple VMs live migrate at the same time, it is more challenging to migrate VMs quickly and provide reasonable I/O performance for all the VMs simultaneously [16], [17], [18].

During the VM live storage migration, migration threads, which represent additional workload, are introduced in the source servers and they consume significant amount of storage resource. However, the overall system resource remains unchanged. To make things worse, the migration threads and VM threads interfere, instead of cooperate, with each other, which leads the performance of all these threads to degrade significantly [19]. There are several VM migration schemes proposed in the literature and industry products, such as Dirty Block Tracking [20], IOMirroring [20], workload-aware [21] and redundant data reduction [22], [23]. However, all of them ignore the fact that migrating VMs’ base images and previous snapshots are already in the backup servers (through the regular backup operations), and backup servers can help migrate this resource-hungry (i.e., network and storage bandwidth) information to the destination servers on behalf of the source servers. In this paper, we argue that by leveraging the VM backup snapshots in the VM migration process, the overall migration efficiency can be improved significantly.

Motivated by the observation of the VM snapshots-backup process and its resulting snapshots of the VM state information available in the backup servers, we propose a novel VM live storage migration middleware, called SnapMig, to improve both the VM performance and migration performance simultaneously. By leveraging the backup servers to transfer migrating VMs’ base images and previous snapshots, the source servers only need to migrate the latest VM state changes to the destination servers. Consequently, the otherwise severe interference between the I/O traffic generated by the user applications within the VMs (including the migrating VMs) in source servers and the I/O traffic induced by the VM migration process is significantly reduced, leading to substantial performance improvements to both the VM threads and migration threads. In addition, after the migration, recent VM snapshots made available in the destination servers by the backup servers allow the users to roll back their VMs to any of the previous states freely. Moreover, SnapMig is orthogonal to existing migration approaches, and it is regarded as a performance optimization middleware for the existing migration approaches. Finally, we observe that the performance advantages of SnapMig become more pronounced with the concurrent live storage migrations of multiple VMs with many snapshots.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background and motivation are presented in Section 2. The design of the SnapMig is illustrated in Section 3. The performance evaluation of a lightweight SnapMig prototype implementation is presented in Section 4 and the related work is provided in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we provide the necessary background information for the SnapMig research, including VM snapshots, live migration of VM snapshots and VM snapshot backup, which then helps motivate this research.

2.1 VM Snapshot

For the VM reliability and availability purposes, VM snapshots are widely employed to restore VMs for customers upon system crash or data loss [11], [12], [24], [25]. Currently most modern virtualization platforms, including VMware, Hyper-V, and KVM, support snapshots in their products.

There are two types of snapshots: disk snapshots and system snapshots. A disk snapshot retains the state of the corresponding VM’s virtual disk image at a specific time stamp. Given a disk snapshot, the user can roll back the VM to a previous consistent state freely, but the VM needs to reboot and applications are required to restart. The creation process for a disk snapshot includes two phases: (1) flushing only the in-memory buffer cache data to virtual disks, and (2) taking a snapshot for each virtual disk. Therefore, snapshot generation incurs negligible performance overhead for the running applications within in the VM. Disk Snapshots are largely adopted for VM backup and disaster recovery. A system snapshot contains the state information of the RAM and other virtual devices of the VM, besides virtual disk images.
With the support of system snapshots, users can roll back the VM to a previous running state. Applications will be resumed at the last execution point, so that it is unnecessary to reboot the VM in the restore period. However, a system snapshot takes a longer time to create than a disk snapshot, since the state of the memory footprint and all virtual devices will be recorded in the snapshot. In addition, the running VM will be stunned during the creation phase, which will cause significant performance degradation for the running applications inside the VM [26]. System snapshots are mainly used to perform risky operations in a testing environment. In this work, we only focus on the disk snapshots, because they are widely used in the VM environment. Moreover, a migration scheme based on disk snapshots is also easy to be extended to one based on system snapshots.

For the purpose of storage efficiency, every VM snapshot only records the state changes of the VM image made since the most recent snapshot in the actual implementation, assuming that it has the access to all the previous snapshots and the base image. As shown in Fig. 1, each snapshot and the base image maintain a mapping table from the Logical Block Address (LBA) to the Physical Block Address (PBA) as their metadata. Each table (except the one in the base image) records the updates and new writes since the most recent snapshot. For the update (block 7) / write (block 11) requests, new entries are added to the mapping table of snapshot 3 (the current snapshot). For the read requests (block 1 and 6), older snapshots (snapshots 1, 2 and 3) and/or the base image have been queried in order to get the latest version of the accessed data blocks. Normally, production servers hold several snapshots for each VM, so that the VM can be restored to any of the stored previous snapshots quickly upon system crash or data corruption. Besides the snapshot support in modern virtualization platforms, major storage vendors like EMC also provide storage optimization for VM snapshots [14].

2.2 The Live Migration of VM Snapshots

As indicated in the previous section, there are several existing snapshots for each VM created by the user or system automatically, and each snapshot holds the changes of the VM image since the last snapshot or base image (if this is the first snapshot). The size of each VM snapshot varies significantly, and it largely depends on the write traffic to the running VM. Take the Aliyun cluster use case as an example [27], [28], the size of each VM is 40 GB, and each VM snapshot is 8 GB on average, which means 20 percent of the virtual disk images have been changed since the last snapshot. Suppose a VM has 2 snapshots, it will consume 40 GB + 2 × 8 GB = 56 GB physical storage capacity, even if its logical capacity is still 40 GB. When it comes to the VM live migration, these snapshots will be either migrated to the destination server, a scheme called FullMig, or discarded at source server, a scheme called SelectiveMig. If we migrate these snapshots to the destination server (FullMig), the user can make use of these snapshots for VM restore at the destination server, as they did before the migration [26].
However, the total amount of data transmission increases and a longer migration time is unavoidable. If we discard the snapshots, and just migrate the current VM state to the destination server (SelectiveMig), the total amount of data transmission is much smaller than the FullMig scheme [29]. However, users cannot roll back to any of the previous snapshots at the destination server.

The VM IO performance and VM live storage migration performance are interactive. Fig. 2 shows that the VM IO performance drops from $285 \div 65 = \frac{4.38}{C2} \times (\text{reduction})$ to $279 \div 43 = \frac{7.97}{C2} \times (\text{reduction})$, from migrating a single VM to migrating two VMs. At the same time, the migration time increases by $3805 \div 1425 = 2.67 \times$ and $2903 \div 1059 = 2.74 \times$ for the FullMig and SelectiveMig schemes respectively, as we increase the number of snapshots for each migrating VM and the number of concurrent VM migrations, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, both VM IO performance and migration performance are adversely affected by the VM live storage migration significantly. Ideally, we would like a solution that can deliver faster VM live storage migration and preserve all the previous snapshots simultaneously. More importantly, we would like to reduce the traffic for the source server, as the performance degradation for the migrating/co-located VMs in the source server in the migration period is crucial for the overall system performance.

### 2.3 VM Snapshot Backup

For the VM reliability and availability purposes, there are many mechanisms employed to protect VMs, such as snapshots of the datastores via storage systems, replication of storage volumes/LUNs, snapshots of virtual machines and replication within virtualized applications [14]. Among all these mechanisms, the most widely employed is the VM snapshot backup [30], [31]. In the runtime, a series of VM snapshots are created, and then these snapshots will be transferred to backup servers in the backup window regularly. Within backup servers, these snapshots will be further processed to reduce the storage space consumption [32]. For instance, by employing the deduplication technology, the redundant data blocks will be identified and removed.

As indicated in Fig. 4, for a particular VM (JohnVM), the production server holds several most recent snapshots (snapshots 5, 6 and 7) for a single VM, while the backup server holds all the previous VM snapshots (snapshots 1-6) and the base image (JohnVM.img) at the time of the last backup operation. The newly created snapshot (snapshot 7) after the last backup operation will only reside in the production server. The previous snapshots (1-4) are merged into the base image (JohnVM.img') in the production server. In this scenario, if the production server encounters any data loss or power outage issue, there is still an extra copy of the VM and its snapshots in the backup server. Another production server can resume the VM with the support from the backup server. When there is no data corruption occurring in the production server, the snapshots in the backup server will remain idle most of the time.

### 2.4 Motivation

During the VM live storage migration, the source server will be quite busy, e.g., executing the scheduled maintenance task, running many co-located VMs, or waiting to shutdown soon. In general, whenever VM live storage migration is invoked, IO-intensive migration threads will be introduced to the source server. In order to achieve satisfactory VM IO performances for all the migrating/co-located VMs in the source server and migrate VMs to the destination servers...
quickly, it is vitally important to eliminate the unnecessary IO traffic to the source server.

On the other hand, we also observe that for the purpose of the reliability and availability, VM snapshot backup servers are widely used in the cloud computing environments. In order to address the performance issues of VM live storage migrations, we propose the SnapMig scheme to leverage the snapshots stored in the largely idle backup servers. In the SnapMig scheme, backup servers transfer the base images and recent snapshots of the migrating VMs to the destination server(s), while the source server only migrates information about the latest changes to the migrating VMs. The migrating VMs will be resumed once their states are reconstructed successfully in the destination server(s).

The benefits of SnapMig are fourfold: 1) Better VM IO performance during the migration, because the much reduced, if not completely eliminated, migration traffic involved in the source server allows the migrating/co-located VMs to achieve much better IO performance, as if there were no migration at all for most of the time; 2) Shorter migration time, because the backup server(s) that are idle most of the time can transfer the VM images to the destination server(s) at a much higher speed than any source server that has a very heavy running workload; 3) All the previous snapshots are available in destination server(s), so that the users can freely roll back VMs to any of the previous states; and 4) The performance improvement will be much more pronounced in the scenarios where multiple VMs with many snapshots are live migrated concurrently. As a result, the contention between the user I/Os and the migration I/Os on the source servers are substantially alleviated, if not completely eliminated, resulting in a significant performance improvements on both the user performance and the VM live storage migration.

### 3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first introduce the design objectives for our SnapMig system, and then present the design and implementation of the proposed SnapMig by introducing the SnapMig architecture, its key functional modules and workflow.

#### 3.1 Design Objectives

The design of SnapMig aims to achieve the following three objectives:

- **Accelerating the VM live storage migration performance**: By leveraging backup servers to migrate the existing VM base image and previous snapshots to the destination server, the VM live storage process can be significantly accelerated.
- **Improving the VM IO performance**: By removing most of the migration I/O requests from the source server, the IO interference between VM IO requests and migration IO requests can be largely reduced. Therefore, VM IO performance will be significantly improved.
- **Providing high extendibility**: SnapMig is quite simple and can be further extended with other functionalities, such as the faster VM reboot in the destination server [33] and the load balancing among backup servers.

#### 3.2 SnapMig Architecture

Fig. 5 shows an architectural overview of the distributed virtualization system that includes three distinct constituent components: *management clients, production servers and backup servers*, connected by a high speed network. *Management clients* provide a console for system administrators to perform...
various management jobs, such as VM creation, VM snapshot backup and VM live migration. They can reside anywhere as long as the network connection to other servers is available. Production servers host many live VMs and perform jobs as requested by the management clients. There are two layers in the production servers: virtualization management server (VMS) and the hypervisor module. The VMS listens to the incoming requests from the management clients and performs jobs by calling the corresponding functionalities within the hypervisor module. By design, the VMS, such as open source libvirt [34], can support most modern hypervisors. Backup servers store VM snapshots from the production servers through regular backup operations, and they are usually equipped with various functionalities for the purpose of reliability and space efficiency, such as redundant data elimination and data compression [32].

The SnapMig middleware is integrated into this distributed virtualization system and it consists of two functional components: SnapMig Controller and SnapMig Service. The SnapMig Controller contains the Snapshot Indexing and Coordination Service modules and resides in the production servers, while the Snapshot Consolidation and Snapshot Scheduling modules are included in the SnapMig Service that resides the backup servers, as shown in Fig. 5. The responsibilities of these four modules are elaborated below.

Algorithm 1. SnapMig VM Live Storage Migration

1: input:
2: SS: Source Server
3: DS: Destination Server
4: BS: Backup Server
5: initialization: a thread created for each migrating VM
6: procedure VM_MIGRATION(SS, DS, BS)
7: Query_snapshots(BS)
8: if Base_image & latest snapshots in BS then
9: "Hit case: most data is in backup server" /
10: Snapshot_Consolidation( BS, DS)
11: Snapshot_Scheduling( BS, DS)
12: State_Migration( SS, DS)
13: VM_Construction( DS)
14: else
15: "Miss case: act as traditional migration" /
16: Full_Migration( SS, DS)
17: VM_Construction( DS)
18: end if
19: end procedure

The Snapshot Indexing module tracks the distribution and placement of VM snapshots among the backup servers. There may be multiple copies of a single VM snapshot in several backup servers for increased reliability, especially for VMs with higher priorities. In addition, VM snapshots may be migrated among the backup servers for the purposes of load balancing and reliability. Once the VM live migration starts, this module will query backup servers for the distribution and placement of the current snapshots of the migrating VM and pass it to the Coordination Service module.

The Coordination Service module controls the VM live migration workflow. With the snapshots distribution and placement information from the Snapshot Indexing module, the Coordination Service module will instruct the corresponding backup servers to migrate the VM base image and previous snapshots to the destination server. Once these backup servers finish the transmission, this module will invoke the native migration engine within the source server, which will live migrate the latest snapshots and in-memory state to the destination server. Meanwhile, this module will re-configure the VM and its snapshots in the destination server. Finally, it will log the overall migration progress, so that the migration can be resumed upon migration failures.

The Snapshot Consolidation module is designed to eliminate the unnecessary data transmission from the backup servers to the destination servers. It merges some older snapshots to the base image or a single snapshot, before migrating them to the destination server. As shown in Table 1, for example, snapshots 1-4 are unnecessary for the destination server, it would be better to merge them to the base image before the snapshot migration.

The Snapshot Scheduling module is an advanced feature designed for the further reduction of the total migration time. With the analysis of the migrating VM’s working set, the sequence of blocks in the base image and snapshots can be scheduled, so that hot blocks (i.e., frequently accessed) that are within the VM’s working set are migrated before others. On these hot blocks are ready in the destination server, the source server starts the live migration of the latest state changes, and then the VM can be restarted in the destination before all the blocks are migrated to the destination server. Although this module is under implementation and not shown in the evaluation results of Section 4, we expect it will further reduce the total migration time significantly. Algorithm 1 explains the SnapMig scheme in details.

The design of SnapMig is quite flexible. First, it supports all types of modern hypervisors, as SnapMig communicates with hypervisors through the standard Virtualization Management API. Second, the SnapMig scheme is orthogonal to most state-of-the-art VM live storage migration approaches included in the Migration Engine in Fig. 5, and it can be integrated into these existing approaches to further improve the VM live storage migration performance. Finally, the SnapMig scheme is scalable to the architecture of the cluster. Backup servers and production servers can be freely added to or removed from the cluster in the runtime.

3.3 SnapMig Workflow

Fig. 6 shows the workflow of the VM live storage migration in the SnapMig scheme by way of an example. In this example, the migrating VM has a single disk image (named JohnVM.img) and 7 disk snapshots (1-7) in total, as indicated in Table 1. Snapshot 7 is created after the last daily backup operation, so it only resides in the source server. The base image and all other snapshots, 1-6, are already stored in the backup servers through the regular backup
operations. There are several copies for the base image and some important snapshots in the backup servers for the reliability purpose. In order to save storage space in the source server and allow users to roll back to recent snapshots, the older snapshots (1-4) are merged to the base image. Only newer snapshots (5-7) are retained in the source server.

As indicated in Section 2.2, FullMig and SelectiveMig are the state-of-the-art migration schemes. In the FullMig scheme, the VM base image and snapshots 5-7 are migrated to the destination server first, and then a conventional migration scheme within the migration engine, such as Dirty Block Tracking or IOMirroring [20], is called to migrate the in-memory state and the latest VM state changes. Different from the FullMig scheme, SelectiveMig only migrates the latest virtual disk image to the destination server and discards all the existing snapshots, such as snapshots 5-7. For instance, if a specific data block is updated both in snapshot 5 and snapshot 7, SelectiveMig only migrates the latest version of this data block (from snapshot 7).

The workflow of our SnapMig scheme can be traced as follows. At the beginning of the migration, the Coordination Service module queries the Snapshot Indexing module for the latest distribution and placement of the migrating VM’s snapshots. Then it will notify the corresponding backup servers to start the base image and snapshots migration. These backup servers will consolidate all the unnecessary snapshots first and start the migration to the destination server. Once the base image and snapshots are available in the destination server, the source server will migrate the latest state changes and the in-memory state to the destination. The VM will be resumed in the destination server at the end of the process.

Compared with FullMig and SelectiveMig, SnapMig introduces negligible migration traffic in the source server, including only the read requests of storage system and network transmission. For instance, if a specific data block is updated in the base image and snapshots 5-6, SnapMig does not need to migrate this data block to the destination, since this data block will be migrated by the backup servers. Such significant traffic elimination in the source server will improve the overall system performance in several aspects: shorter migration time, better VM performance, and better multiple VM migrations, which will be evaluated quantitatively in Section 4.

### 3.4 Data Consistency

The SnapMig system is designed to be able to recover from hardware and software failures or system crashes during the VM live storage migration process, an important requirement for data consistency. In general, all modern hypervisors support the live recovery of running VMs with various mechanisms [26]. However, how to make sure that the live migration process can be resumed smoothly after system crashes is critically important.

The key to the recovery of the VM live storage migration process after a system crash is to restore the key data structures of the SnapMig system in memory correctly and efficiently. In the SnapMig system, we propose to store all the key data structures in battery-backed RAM, a de facto standard form of Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM). Since an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) is the linchpin of the data center backup chain which provides vital protection against power disruptions that would interfere with workloads or even cripple server hardware, storing the key data structures in such a form of NVRAM will be reliable and achieve the desired data consistency. Moreover, since only metadata is recorded as the key data structures for the SnapMig system, it will not incur significant extra hardware cost.

### 4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we present a detailed evaluation that compares our SnapMig scheme against two state-of-the-art VM migration schemes, FullMig and SelectiveMig. We focus on two key measures of VM live migration efficiency, the VM migration performance (migration time) and VM IO performance (IO throughput of user applications within the migrating and co-located VMs in the source server), under different configurations (e.g., single versus multiple co-located VMs in the source server, single versus multiple migrating VMs).

#### 4.1 Experimental Platform

In order to evaluate the performance of our SnapMig scheme, we implement a light-weight prototype of SnapMig in a cluster to conduct VM live storage migration experiments. The cluster consists of three servers, a source server, a destination server and a backup server. Each server is configured with an Intel Xeon X3440 processor, 8 GB DDR memory and two 1 TB hard drives, 12.04 Ubuntu system, QEMU 2.4.50 system with KVM enabled and libvirt 1.2.20.

The SnapMig prototype is embedded in the libvirt platform [34]. In the source and destination servers, the host system and software are installed in one disk drive and all the VM virtual disk images are stored in a hardware RAID set. The backup server only stores and transfers VM virtual disk images and snapshots. These three servers are connected by a 1 Gbps Ethernet. The hardware information is described in details in Table 2.

#### 4.2 Evaluation Methodology

From a user’s perspective, the performance of the running VMs, including migrating VMs and co-located VMs, should not be affected by the migration process, at least to the extent of not violating the Service Level Agreement (SLA). Meanwhile, from a cloud service provider’s perspective, the resource consumption for live storage migration should be
minimized, for the purpose of improving overall performance and energy efficiency. For instance, to meet the SLA of user applications running on the migrating VM and/or co-located VMs in the source server, the migration should be completed within a reasonable time period and consume a reasonable amount of network/storage bandwidth of the source server.

In this work, we focus on the following metrics to compare SnapMig system with the state-of-the-art solutions: (1) the IO throughput of migrating VMs, (2) the IO throughput of co-located VMs, (3) the migration time. We compare the performance of our SnapMig scheme with two state-of-the-art schemes, FullMig and SelectiveMig, in different migration scenarios.

Two common VM live migration scenarios are evaluated in our experiments: migration of a single VM and simultaneous migrations of multiple VMs. Each VM is created with 1 virtual CPU, 2 GB memory, 20 GB disk image, 1 virtual network interface and Ubuntu 12.10 system. There are a number of disk snapshots for each VM, and each snapshot contains some updated data blocks to the VM since its last snapshot. The base image and older snapshots reside in the backup server through the daily backup operations, while newer snapshots sit in the source server only. During the live storage migration, IO requests are issued from the Fio tool [35] to both the migrating VMs and co-located VMs. The performance of the three migration schemes, FullMig, SelectiveMig and SnapMig, are compared under different user application workloads generated by the Fio benchmark.

### 4.3 Results Analysis

**Migration of a Single VM.** In this scenario, there is only one VM, mig-vm-1, migrating out of the source server, and the other three co-located VMs, co-located-vm-1, co-located-vm-2 and co-located-vm-3, are running in the source server. As indicated in Fig. 7, the IO throughput of the migrating VM under SnapMig is about 4.61× higher than that under FullMig and SelectiveMig. At the same time, the IO throughput of the co-located VMs under SnapMig is also significantly higher than that under FullMig and SelectiveMig, by about 4.33×, as shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore and importantly, the total migration time of the SnapMig scheme is significantly reduced from that of the FullMig and SelectiveMig schemes, from about 619 to 313 seconds, as shown in Fig. 9. From these results we draw the following observations. First, by leveraging the backup server to migrate the bulk of the VM images, the pressure for the storage device in the source server drops significantly. Therefore, both the migrating VMs and co-located VMs achieve better IO performance, as if there were no migration at all. Second, since the backup server has virtually no running workloads outside of its backup windows, thus much less busy than the source server, the VM images and older snapshots can be migrated from the backup server much faster than from the source server.

**Simultaneous Migrations of Multiple VMs.** In this VM migration scenario, two VMs, mig-vm-1 and mig-vm-2, are migrating from the same source server to the same destination server at the same time. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the
throughputs of all the four VMs under our SnapMig scheme, two migrating VMs and two co-located VMs in the source server are about 8× higher than those of these VMs under the FullMig and SelectiveMig schemes. Similar to, but much more pronounced than the case of single-VM migration, the total migration time of SnapMig is drastically reduced from that of FullMig and SelectiveMig, from 2,028 to 694 seconds. From these results, we notice that the performance advantages of the SnapMig system, in both VM performance and migration performance, become more pronounced as more VMs are being migrated simultaneously. For example, its IO throughput advantage over FullMig and SelectiveMig increases from 4.61× to 8× and migration time advantage over FullMig and SelectiveMig increases from $\frac{2028}{351} = 1.89\times$ (reduction) to $\frac{694}{392} = 2.92\times$ (reduction), from migrating one VM to migrating 2 VMs. The main reason is that, with more migrating VMs, there will be more hungry migrating threads competing for the same resources in the source server, which leads to more severe interference between the application IO traffic and the migration IO traffic in the source server in both the FullMig and SelectiveMig schemes and results in more serious degradations of both IO throughput and migration time. The SnapMig scheme, in contrast, almost completely avoids this traffic interference in the source server since the bulk of the migration traffic is diverted or outsourced to the backup server. In other words, while both FullMig and SelectiveMig are very sensitive to the increase in the number of concurrent migrating VMs, SnapMig is relatively insensitive to such increase.

While our evaluation is based on a small cluster in a local network connected by a 1 Gbps Ethernet, SnapMig should work well in a large-scale cluster environment. In such an environment, the contention for network bandwidth will be much more serious. In such a network-constrained environment, VM I/O requests and VM live storage migration I/O requests will interfere with each other in a more significant way. However, SnapMig leverages the existing VM snapshots in the backup servers to outsource the VM live storage migration I/O requests from the source servers to the backup servers. This should further increase the efficiency of SnapMig in a large-scale cluster environment such as a cloud. We will investigate the efficiency of SnapMig in large-scale clusters as our future work.

### 4.4 Sensitivity Studies

In order to investigate how the number of co-located VMs and the VM workload characteristics affect the performance of the SnapMig system, we conduct a single-VM migration experiment with the number of co-located VMs increasing from 1 to 7. In addition, each VM runs two types of workload: Read-Only workload and Read-Write workload during the migration. Due to the space limitation, we only discuss the comparison between the SnapMig and SelectiveMig schemes. It also shows similar trends for the comparison between the SnapMig and FullMig schemes. The performance results, normalized to that of a single VM running in the source server without any VM migration, are shown in Fig. 10.

From these results, we draw the following observations. First, as the number of co-located running VMs increases, the average VM throughput decreases, as shown in Figs. 10a and 10b. Since the overall storage resource is fixed, the more running VMs are involved, the less storage resource will be available to each VM. Second, in both workloads, the average VM IO performance under the SnapMig migration is very close to that in the No Migration scenario. The reason is that SnapMig effectively leverages the existing VM snapshots in the backup servers that are not affected by the workloads on the source servers. However, the average VM performance drops significantly in the SelectiveMig scenario because many more VMs share the storage resources on the source servers. Finally, Fig. 10c shows that the migration time in the SnapMig scenario is less sensitive to the number of co-located running VMs. The reason why SnapMig (ReadOnly) and SnapMig (ReadWrite) perform almost the same is that the VM migration time with SnapMig is not affected so much by the workloads on the source servers [36], [37]. Increasing the number of co-located running VMs has little influence on the VM migration time with SnapMig. By contrast, the VM migration time with SelectiveMig soars as the number of co-located running VMs increases. This further confirms that SnapMig introduces negligible extra traffic to the source server.

### 4.5 Overhead Analysis

SnapMig requires two types of overhead, namely, accesses to the VM snapshots in the backup servers and additional memory space to store the metadata. In other words, SnapMig necessitates additional read traffic on the backup servers/systems to acquire snapshots, on top of the original backup traffic on these backup servers during the backup time window in case of system crashes. In order to reduce the IO pressure on these backup servers, we can isolate the backup window from the migration window by, for instance, giving the migration process much higher priority over the backup operations since the function of SnapMig is orthogonal to that of the backup servers. Second, SnapMig only records the snapshot metadata and keeps track the
migration progress of each snapshot. Thus, SnapMig does not increase the metadata size of the traditional migration schemes. The only difference is that the VM live storage data is mainly migrated from the backup servers rather than from the source servers to the destination server. As a result, the memory space overhead incurred by SnapMig is minimal, relative to the traditional migration schemes.

5 RELATED WORK

VM live migration refers to techniques in which a VM is moved from one host to another with almost zero downtime. It has received great attention from both academia and industry [33], [38]. Based on the migrated resources, the existing studies on the VM live migration can be classified into three categories: Live Memory Migration, Live Storage Migration and Live Multiple-VM Migrations. In what follows, we summarize the representative studies within each category and outline their differences with our SnapMig scheme.

Live VM Memory Migration. VM live memory migration is very popular in the shared-storage environment, where both source and destination servers retain the access to the shared storage system. Among a variety of VM states being transferred, such as CPU state, network state, memory state and device state, VM’s memory state usually dominates in the migration time and a number of approaches have been proposed to accelerate the memory state migration [39]. Chanyeon et al. [40] propose to track the duplicated memory pages in the source server in the runtime. When migration is triggered, instead of migrating these duplicated pages over the rate-limited connection to the destination server, the destination server directly fetches these pages from the shared storage server. Therefore, the total data transmission time is reduced significantly, and the live migration performance is improved as well [40]. Hai et al. [41], [42], [43] propose to classify memory pages to several types according to different characteristics, such as high word similarity, low word similarity, a large number of zero bytes, and then adopt different compression algorithms to compress memory pages with different properties.

Live VM Storage Migration. In a non-shared-storage environment, such as distributed storage or local storage systems, VM live migration must also include VM virtual disk images whose size is much larger all the other VM stages mentioned above combined. In other words, in such an environment, the time to live migrate VM storage (virtual disk images) dominates the total migration time. Shrinker [22] is a distributed system that is capable of migrating a virtual cluster over WAN. It has two built-in services: Coordination Service (in the source site) and Indexing Service (in the destination site). The Coordination Service tracks the hash values of memory pages and virtual disk blocks that have already been transferred to the destination site, so that hypervisors in the source side can perform data deduplication by replacing duplicated transmission of memory pages and disk blocks with their corresponding hash values. The Indexing Service records the hash values and the location information of the memory pages and disk blocks in the destination site. Hypervisors in the destination can reconstruct the VM’s memory and virtual disk images with the communication between Indexing Service and other hypervisors that hold the real data. Zhou et al. [15] take the speed discrepancy between HDDs and SSDs, and the wear-out issue of SSDs into consideration in order to optimize the live storage migration. Ali et al. [44] build a VM live storage migration system, called XvMotion, to migrate VMs over long distances across heterogeneous systems, with performance similar to that of VM migration in Local Area Network.

Live Multiple-VM Migrations. Given the wide deployment of VMs in current cloud data centers, it is not uncommon to migrate multiple VMs from/to a single server simultaneously. VMScatter [16] is a multicast-based VM live migration system, which can efficiently migrate a group of VMs from one shared source server to multiple destination servers. Timothy et al. [45] design and implement the Sandpiper system that contains two components: a hotspot detection algorithm and a hotspot migration algorithm. The hotspot detection algorithm will decide where to migrate VMs, while the hotspot migration algorithm will determine where to migrate and how much resources to allocate after the migration. Live Gang Migration [46] is inspired by the fact that co-located VMs often have many identical memory pages, such as the same operating system, applications and libraries, same Java Virtual Machine. In this approach [46], identical memory pages will be identified and deduplicated prior to the transmission of VM state, so that only a single memory page copy needs to be migrated.

However, none of the above studies leverages the existence of the VM snapshots to improve VM and migration performance. They focus on the performance optimization techniques of the aggregate IO streams in the source server, such as leveraging the fast read performance of SSD, removing the redundant data transmission and so on. In contrast, SnapMig takes a different approach by leveraging the existing base images and snapshots already stored in the largely idle backup servers for the transmission of the dominant VM state information, VM storage state (disk images). Thus, SnapMig is orthogonal to and can be used to further improve the above techniques. Moreover, since a large portion of the migration traffic is removed from the source server, the contention between the user I/Os and the migrations I/Os is substantially alleviated. Thus both the VM live storage migration performance and the user I/O performance are improved.

6 CONCLUSION

For the purposes of load balance, hardware maintenance and system upgrade, VM live storage migration is becoming increasingly important and indispensable in the Cloud. However, conventional VM migration approaches induce significant extra storage and network traffic to the source server that is already heavily loaded or scheduled for upgrade or repair. In this paper, we present SnapMig, a novel VM live storage migration middleware based on the observation of idle VM snapshots in backup servers. SnapMig effectively leverages the backup servers for the bulk migration of VM disk images and previous snapshots, which significantly reduces the migration traffic to the source server. Therefore the VM IO performance and migration performance are improved substantially. The experiments conducted on our lightweight prototype implementation of SnapMig indicate that SnapMig significantly outperforms existing live migration approaches, such as FullMig and SelectiveMig.

SnapMig is an ongoing research project that offers several directions for future research. Intuitively, the key to the
reduction of storage migration time is how to maximize the effective migration bandwidth and minimize the amount of data transferring. First, we will exploit the data redundancy or similarity within VM live storage migration of VMM to eliminate unnecessary transferring of redundant and similar data. Thus, a judicious combination of data deduplication and delta compression is preferred to maximize the effective migration bandwidth. Second, how to extract the liveness information of filesystem blocks of virtual disks, and migrate the live blocks only to reduce the amount of data transferring? By doing so, it can significantly reduce the storage migration time by minimizing the amount of data transferring.
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